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The Sikh Coalition respectfully submits this statement for the record in connection with the above-

referenced hearing before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and 

Human Rights.  This hearing on hate crimes and the threat of domestic extremism is long overdue. 

Background 

By way of background, the Sikh Coalition is the largest Sikh American civil rights organization in the 

United States.  We were constituted on the night of September 11, 2001 in response to a torrent of hate 

crimes against Sikhs throughout the United States.  The Sikh religion was founded by Guru Nanak over five 

centuries ago in South Asia and is presently the fifth largest world religion, with more than 25 million 

adherents throughout the world and approximately 500,000 followers in the United States.  The core 

teachings of the Sikh religion are that there is one God and that all human beings are created equal, 

regardless of distinctions such as their religion, race, sex, or caste.  Devout Sikhs are distinguished by visible 

religious articles, including uncut hair, which Sikh males are required to cover with a turban and which Sikh 

women have the option of covering with a turban.   

Although the Sikh turban signifies a commitment to upholding freedom, justice, and dignity for all 

people, the physical appearance of a Sikh is often ignorantly conflated with images of foreign terrorists, 

some of whom also wear turbans and many of whom have received copious publicity in our mainstream 

media in the post-9/11 environment.  As far back as the early 20th century, Sikhs have been ridiculed and 

stereotyped because of their appearance, and are presently subjected to unusually high rates of 

employment discrimination, racial profiling, school bullying, and hate crimes. 

Hate Crimes and Bias Attacks Against Sikhs 

The August 5, 2012 hate-motivated murders of Sita Singh, Ranjit Singh, Prakash Singh, Paramjit Kaur, 

Suveg Singh, and Satwant Singh Kaleka at the Sikh Gurdwara (House of Worship) in Oak Creek, 

Wisconsin were the latest tragedies to befall the Sikh American community.  During the first week after 

9/11, American newspapers documented more than 40 hate crimes and backlash incidents targeting 



Sikhs.
1
   This included the murder of Mr. Balbir Singh Sodhi—a Sikh entrepreneur in Mesa, Arizona.  His 

assailant bragged about wanting to “kill the ragheads responsible for September 11.”
2
  During the first 

three months after 9/11, the Sikh Coalition documented more than 300 hate crimes and backlash incidents 

targeting Sikhs, including the stabbing of Ms. Swaran Kaur Bhullar in California,
3
 and an assault on a 

Sikh grandfather, the late Attar Singh Bhatia, with a baseball bat in New York City.
4
   

In the 11 years since 9/11, hate crimes against Sikhs have continued unabated.  High profile incidents 

include the 2003 shooting of Avtar Singh in Arizona
5
; the 2004 beating of Rajinder Singh Khalsa in New 

York City
6
; the 2007 beating of Sukhvir Singh in Washington

7
; and the murders in 2011 of 65-year-old 

Surinder Singh and 78-year-old Gurmej Singh Atwal in California.
8
  A grassroots survey of Sikhs in New 

York City published by the Sikh Coalition in 2008 revealed that nine percent of respondents had 

experienced physical assaults on account of their religion.
9
  A similar survey of Sikhs in the San 

Francisco Bay Area published by the Sikh Coalition in 2010 revealed that ten percent of respondents had 

experienced bias-based assaults or property damage on account of their religion.
10

   

Even Sikh children experience bias attacks.  A Sikh Coalition community survey published in 2007 

revealed that 62% of turban-wearing Sikh students in the Queens borough of New York City experienced 

bullying, and that 42% of them had been hit or involuntarily touched because of their turbans.
11

  A similar 

survey published in 2010 found that 74% of turbaned Sikh boys in the San Francisco Bay Area suffer 

bias-based bullying and harassment.
12

  In May 2007, a Sikh boy had his hair forcibly cut by a bully.
13

  In 

June 2008, a Sikh girl also had her hair forcibly cut by a bully.
14

  That same month, a Sikh student named 
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Jagmohan Singh Premi was punched and injured in the face with a set of keys by a student who was 

attempting to remove his turban.
15

  One Sikh student even had his turban set on fire by a fellow student.
16

 

The FBI’s Failure to Track Hate Crimes Against Sikhs 

Although Sikhs continue to experience hate crimes on account of their distinct identity, the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) does not track hate crimes against Sikhs.  We believe the agency’s failure 

to do so is bad policy, because it is impossible to address a problem unless it is being accurately 

measured.  At the very least, Sikh Americans who experience hate crimes deserve the dignity of being a 

statistic.  During the last two years, the Sikh Coalition and over 110 bipartisan members of the United States 

Senate
17

 and House of Representatives
18

 have called upon the Department of Justice and FBI to begin 

tracking hate crimes against Sikhs.  It is imperative that the agencies begin doing so without further delay.  

Addressing Hate Crimes and Violent Extremism in the United States 

Hate crimes in the United States are severely underreported.  According to the FBI’s hate crime statistics, 

there were at least 6,628 hate crimes reported in the United States in 2010.
19

  On the other hand, a 2005 

report by the Bureau of Justice Statistics suggested that the true number of hate crimes in the United 

States may be 15 times higher than that which is currently reported.
20

   

Hate crimes in the United States do not occur in a vacuum.  According to the Southern Poverty Law 

Center, the number of hate groups in our country (currently numbering over a thousand) has grown by 

almost 70% since 2000.
21

  Wade Michael Page, the domestic terrorist who massacred Sikh worshippers 

last month in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, had ties to hate groups.
22

  Notwithstanding this, it appears that our 

government is failing to pursue domestic extremists with as much vigor as it pursues extremists from 

abroad.  A report issued by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security in 2009, predicting an upsurge in 

domestic extremist activity,
23

 was withdrawn under political pressure.
24

 According to a May 2012 report 

by the Congressional Research Service:  
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The emphasis of counterterrorism policy in the United States since Al Qaeda’s attacks of 

September 11, 2001 (9/11) has been on jihadist terrorism. However, in the last decade, 

domestic terrorists—people who commit crimes within the homeland and draw 

inspiration from U.S.-based extremist ideologies and movements—have killed American 

citizens and damaged property across the country.
25

 

FBI statistics suggest that approximately 94% of terrorist incidents in the United States between 1980 and 

2005 have been committed by non-Muslim extremists.
26

  A separate analysis by the organization Think 

Progress suggests that 88% of terrorist incidents in the United States from 1995 through 2011 have been 

committed by non-Muslim extremists.
27

 

Given the persistent threats posed by domestic extremists, our government owes it to the American 

public—especially those who have lost loved ones to hate crimes and terrorism—to address these threats 

more seriously.  It is clear that our policymakers are not doing enough to address the threat of domestic 

extremism.  We hope that today’s hearing will mark the start of a much-needed paradigm shift in the way 

our policymakers address extremist violence against Americans.  

Policy Recommendations 

The Sikh Coalition offers the following recommendations in connection with today’s hearing: 

1. Policymakers and candidates for office should pledge to refrain from engaging in rhetoric that incites 

bigotry
28

 toward individuals or communities on the basis of race, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual 

orientation, gender, gender identity, disability, or immigration status.  Political leaders occupy positions of 

privilege and power and should accordingly hold themselves to a high standard of civility. 

2. Policymakers should ensure robust and comprehensive implementation of the Matthew Shepard and 

James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Prevention Act (HCPA).  Enacted in 2009, this law encourages partnerships 

between federal and state law enforcement officials to more effectively address hate violence and 

provides authority for federal investigations and prosecutions when local authorities are unwilling or 

unable to act. To ensure robust enforcement, the Department of Justice should file appropriate cases under 

HCPA; vigorously defend the constitutionality of the Act; and ensure continued education, outreach, and 

training to federal, state, and local law enforcement officials on HCPA and its requirements.  
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3. Policymakers should improve federal hate crime data collection, disaggregation, categorization, and 

reporting efforts. Specifically, the current system of voluntary hate crime reporting from law enforcement 

agencies to FBI should be converted into a mandatory system.  In addition, the FBI should improve hate 

crime incident reporting by developing new categories on hate crime incident report forms for various 

affected communities not yet covered (including Arab, Sikh, and Hindu Americans).  

4. Policymakers should allocate and prioritize federal funding for hate crime prevention initiatives, 

especially anti-bias education for youth.  Some initiatives, such as the StopBullying.gov website, already 

exist to combat and prevent school bullying, and these can be easily expanded and adapted to address hate 

motivated violence. 

 
5. The White House should establish an interagency taskforce on hate crimes and domestic extremism, 

similar to what was established by President Clinton following the church arsons of the 1990s.  The task 

force should make periodic reports to Congress and set benchmarks for hate crime reduction. 

 

The Sikh Coalition is grateful for the opportunity to submit this statement for the hearing record and looks 

forward to working with its partners in government, civil society, and grassroots communities nationwide 

to eliminate bigotry, hate crimes, and violent extremism in the United States. 
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MEMORANDUM 

From:  Rajdeep Singh, The Sikh Coalition 

Date:  September 4, 2012 

Subject: Documenting Hate Crimes Against Sikhs in the United States 

ISSUE 

Pursuant to the Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)  

collects data on hate crimes in the United States.  To this end, the agency has developed a Hate 

Crime Incident Report (Form 1-699), which allows users to capture detailed information about 

hate crimes, including the bias motivations on the basis of which such crimes are committed.  

Although Sikhs continue to experience hate crimes in the United States because of their distinct 

religious identity, the FBI does not track hate crimes against Sikhs on Form 1-699.  As detailed 

in the enclosures, the FBI has indicated that such crimes are categorized as “anti-Muslim” and 

that the addition of a separate category for Sikhs would be “premature” because of the absence of 

(a) consensus within the law enforcement community about the definition of an “anti-Sikh” bias 

motivation, and (b) enabling legislation or executive guidance. 

OBJECTIVE 

Form 1-699 should be amended so that hate crimes against Sikhs are documented.  Given that Sikhs 

experience bias crimes and bigotry because of their distinct religious identity—including the turban, 

which only Sikhs are religiously required to wear—it is incorrect to assume that all such crimes are 

motivated by anti-Muslim bias.  In addition, the Sikh Coalition is willing to work with the law 

enforcement community, including the FBI, on developing a consensus definition of “anti-Sikh” bias, 

thus obviating the need for legislation or external executive guidance. 

DISCUSSION POINTS 

 

A. Sikhs and Sikh religious articles are targets for bias crimes and bigotry  

1. Historical Context.  The Sikh religion was founded over five centuries ago in South Asia 

and is currently the fifth largest religion, with an estimated 25 million adherents throughout the 

world.  The Sikh religion is based on a belief in one God and preaches universal equality and 

fellowship, regardless of earthly distinctions such as race, religion, sex, and caste.  The Sikh 

religion is distinct from Hinduism and Islam.  Sikhs are distinguished by visible religious 

articles, including turbans and uncut hair. 

2. Sikh Americans.  According to a law review article written in 2002 by Prof. Bill Ong Hing, 

“[a]s they have been recently, turban-wearing Sikhs were victimized historically.  When they 
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arrived in the 1800s, Sikh men continued to wear turbans, because not cutting their hair is a 

requirement of their religion.  As a result, they endured being called ‘ragheads.’”
1
  

3. Example of Anti-Sikh Hate Crime. On August 5, 2012, six Sikhs were murdered at a 

Gurdwara in Oak Creek, Wisconsin by an attacker with known ties to hate groups.
2
 

 

4. School Violence. Sikh children experience bias-based bullying and harassment directed at 

their religious articles.  A Sikh Coalition community survey published in 2007 revealed that 

62% of turban-wearing Sikh students in the Queens borough of New York City experienced 

bullying, and that 42% of them had been hit or involuntarily touched because of their 

turbans.
3
  A similar survey published last year found that 74% of turbaned Sikh boys in the 

San Francisco Bay Area suffer bias-based bullying and harassment.
4
 

 

(a) In May 2007, a Sikh student in New York had his turban removed and hair (which 

Sikhs are religiously required to maintain uncut) forcibly cut by bullies.
5
  

 

(b) In May 2008, a Sikh student in New York had his turban set on fire by a bully.
6
 

 

(c) In June 2008, another Sikh student in New York had her hair forcibly cut by a bully.
7
 

 

(d) In June 2008, a Sikh student in New York was punched and injured in the face with a set of 

keys by a student who was attempting to remove his turban.
8
 

 

 5. Recent Incidents in Canada.  While it is true that many Americans mistake Sikhs for 

Muslims, Sikhs continue to experience bias attacks and bigotry in countries where they are 

more commonly recognized as a distinct religious community.  For example, in recent 

months, a YouTube video was released in Canada inciting hatred toward Sikhs, and a Sikh 
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elementary school outside Toronto was vandalized with swastikas.
9
  This underscores the 

fact that Sikhs are not always subjected to hate crimes because of anti-Muslim bias. 

B. Definition of a Sikh 

In the enclosed letter to the Chairman and Ranking Member of the House Judiciary Committee, 

the U.S. Department of Justice indicated that the addition of a separate bias motivation category 

for Sikhs on Form 1-699 would be “premature” because of the absence of consensus within the law 

enforcement community about the definition of an “anti-Sikh” bias motivation.   The Sikh 

Coalition is willing to partner with the law enforcement community on developing an appropriate 

definition of “anti-Sikh” bias, based on the definition of a Sikh set forth by Sikh scholars and 

religious institutions in the Sikh Code of Conduct and Conventions.
10

 

C.  Form 1-699 takes a nuanced approach to tracking sexual orientation bias crimes, and 

this can inform development of a similar approach to tracking hate crimes against Sikhs 

In the enclosed letter to the Chairman and Ranking Member of the House Judiciary Committee, 

the U.S. Department of Justice indicated last month that the addition of a separate bias motivation 

category for Sikhs on Form 1-699 would be “premature” until the term “anti-Sikh” is defined 

through legislation or executive guidance.  On the contrary, the Sikh Coalition believes that the 

FBI’s own data collection practices on sexual orientation bias crimes provides insight into the 

agency’s ability to make the change requested by the Sikh Coalition.  

1. Legislation Not Required. The Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990, as originally enacted, 

required collection of data “about crimes that manifest evidence of prejudice” with respect to 

several categories, including religion and sexual orientation.  Through authority delegated to it 

(by way of the U.S. Attorney General), the FBI on its own volition appears to have taken a 

nuanced approach to tracking hate crimes based on sexual orientation bias.  There is 

accordingly no reason why the FBI cannot take a similarly nuanced approach to data collection 

with respect to hate crimes against Sikhs. 

(a) An early version of Form 1-699, dating back to 1996, contained the following 

categories under the category for bias motivation:  

41 Anti-Male Homosexual 

42 Anti-Female Homosexual (Lesbian) 

43 Anti-Homosexual (Gay & Lesbian) 

44 Anti-Heterosexual 

45 Anti-Bisexual 
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(b) The most recent version of Form 1-699, finalized this year, contains the 

following categories under the category for bias motivation:  

41 Anti-Gay 

42 Anti-Lesbian 

43 Anti-LGBT (mixed group) 

44 Anti-Heterosexual 

45 Anti-Bisexual 

(c) Just as the FBI argues that hate crimes against Sikhs result from “anti-

Muslim” bias and should be documented accordingly, it could be argued that hate 

crimes against bisexuals and transgendered people presumptively result from 

“anti-gay” bias and should be documented accordingly.  Nevertheless, the FBI has 

created a distinct category for crimes motivated by bias toward bisexuals and 

rightfully erred on the side of redundancy and thoroughness to facilitate data 

collection about anti-LGBT hate crimes. 

(d) The FBI’s thorough data collection on hate crimes against the LGBT 

community does not appear to have resulted from legislation.  The Hate Crime 

Statistics Act of 1990 has been amended three times, and the substance of those 

amendments is summarized below: 

  H.R. 3355/Public Law 103-322 

  Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 

  SEC. 320926. HATE CRIME STATISTICS ACT. 

Subsection (b)(1) of the first section of the Hate Crime Statistics Act (28 U.S.C. 534 note) is 

amended by inserting ‘‘disability,’’ after ‘religion’’. 
   

  H.R. 3525/Public Law 104-155 

   Church Arson Prevention Act of 1996 

   SEC. 7. REAUTHORIZATION OF HATE CRIMES STATISTICS ACT. 

The first section of the Hate Crimes Statistics Act (28 U.S.C.534 note) is amended—(1) in 

subsection (b), by striking ‘‘for the calendar year 1990 and each of the succeeding 4 calendar 

years’’ and inserting ‘‘for each calendar year’’; and (2) in subsection (c), by striking ‘‘1994’’ 

and inserting ‘‘2002’’. 
 

  H.R. 2647 / Public Law 111-84  

  National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010  

  SEC. 4708. STATISTICS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (b)(1) of the first section of the Hate Crime Statistics Act (28 

U.S.C. 534 note) is amended by inserting ‘‘gender and gender identity,’’ after ‘‘race,’’. 

(b) DATA.—Subsection (b)(5) of the first section of the Hate Crime Statistics Act (28 U.S.C. 

534 note) is amended by inserting ‘‘, including data about crimes committed by, and crimes 

directed against, juveniles’’ after ‘‘data acquired under this section’’. 

 

2. Executive Guidance. The Sikh Coalition is unaware of any external executive guidance 

that required the FBI to take a nuanced approach to documenting hate crimes against the LGBT 

community.  Thus, it is not obvious why such guidance is required for the FBI to make the 

change requested by the Sikh Coalition. 
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Offender Information

Indicate the number of Individuals (persons) who were offenders in the incident.
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Administrative Information

Report Type:$(Required.)$45;6B87'$7D'$7EI'$3A$G'I3G7$8>$4567689$3G$:;<=>7?'57)$$

Initial-X3$G'I3G7$8$D87'$BG6?'$65B6;'57)

ORI Number:$ (Required.) `57'G$7D'$565'!BD8G8B7'G$/G6J658765J$:J'5BE$4;'576A6'G$8>>6J5';$73$E3=G$8J'5BE)

Page of $of same incident:$$4A$8;;6763589$45B6;'57$&'I3G7>$8G'$=>';^$?8S'$85$8IIG3IG687'$'57GE$6573$7D6>$I3G7635)

$

Offense Information

Location Information

Offense #1$Location:$$ND'BS$35'$93B87635$A3G$/AA'5>'$L )

Bias Motivation Information

Offense #1 Bias Motivation: ND'BS$=I$73$A6('$O68>$?376(87635>$A3G$/AA'5>'$L )

Victim Information

Victim Type: ND'BS$899$8II96B8O9'$(6B76?$7EI'>$6;'576A6';$V67D65$7D'$65B6;'57)$$$

Number of Victims: \D'5$(6B76?$7EI'$6>$65;6(6;=89 e57'G$7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$(6B76?>$65$

7D'$65B6;'57)$$`57'G$7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$(6B76?>$65$7D'$65B6;'57$7D87$8G'$ T$85;$3('G)$$`57'G$

7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$(6B76?>$65$7D'$65B6;'57$7D87$8G'$=5;'G$7D'$8J'$3A$ T)$

Additional Offense Bias Motivations: `57'G$=I$73$A6('$7V3!;6J67$O68>$?376(87635$B3;'>$A3G$'8BD$8;;6763589$3AA'5>'$7D87$

D8>$8$;6AA'G'57$O68>$?376(87635$7D85$/AA'5>'$L )$

Additional Offense Locations:$$`57'G$8$7V3!;6J67$93B87635$B3;'$A3G$'8BD$8;;6763589$3AA'5>'$7D87$D8>$8$;6AA'G'57$93B87635$

7D85$/AA'5>'$L )$

Number of Victims: `57'G$7D'$5=?O'G$3A$(6B76?>$A3G$'8BD$O68>$?376(87';$3AA'5>')$$XD'$A6'9;$8993V>$A3G$=I$73$8$7DG''!;6J67$

5=?O'G$73$O'$'57'G';)$$2=?O'G$3A$(6B76?>$8G'$65B9=>6('$3A$45;6(6;=89^$1=>65'>>^$W6585B689$45>767=7635^$P3('G5?'57^$

&'96J63=>$/GJ856a87635^$/7D'G^$85;$_5S53V5)$$

Offense Code: `57'G$7D'$7V3!;6J67$3AA'5>'$B3;'$A3G$'8BD$O68>$?376(87';$3AA'5>')$$XD'$3AA'5>'$B3;'>$7D87$8G'$>I'B6A6B$73$

D87'$BG6?'$8G'e$$* $0=G;'G^$*-$&8I'^$*M$&3OO'GE^$*,$:JJG8(87';$:>>8=97^$*+$1=GJ98GE^$*"$Q8GB'5E!7D'A7^$*Z$0373G$

K'D6B9'$XD'A7^$*T$:G>35^$*#$H6?I9'$:>>8=97^$ *$4576?6;87635^$85;$  $@'>7G=B7635C@8?8J'CK85;896>?)$

Incident Number:$$(Required for Initial or Adjustment Reports.)$RG3(6;'$85$6;'576AE65J$65B6;'57$5=?O'G^$IG'A'G8O9E$

E3=G$B8>'$3G$A69'$5=?O'G)$$XD'$5=?O'G$B85$O'$=I$73$ -$BD8G8B7'G>$65$9'5J7D)$$K896;$BD8G8B7'G>$65B9=;'e$$:$7DG3=JD$g^$*$

7DG3=JD$#^$DEID'5>^$85;C3G$O985S>)$$

Date of Incident:  (Required for Initial or Adjustment Reports.) RG3(6;'$7D'$;87'$3A$7D'$D87'$BG6?'$65B6;'57$65$7D'$

A3G?87$3A$00@@FFFF)$

Adjustment-X3$=I;87'$8$D87'$BG6?'$65B6;'57$IG'(63=>9E$G'I3G7';)$$%237'e$XD6>$V699$;'9'7'$7D'$65A3G?87635$89G'8;E$35$

A69'$85;$65>'G7$7D'$65A3G?87635$IG3(6;';$65$7D6>$G'I3G7).$

45>7G=B7635>$A3G$IG'I8G65J$7D'$U87'$NG6?'$45B6;'57$&'I3G7



$

Offender Information

Race and Ethnicity of Offender or Offender Group

Race: ND'BS$35'$G8B'$A3G$7D'$3AA'5;'G)$$4A$7D'G'$V8>$?3G'$7D85$35'$3AA'5;'G^$IG3(6;'$7D'$G8B'$3A$7D'$JG3=I$8>$8$VD39')$$4A$

7D'$5=?O'G$3A$3AA'5;'G>$6>$'57'G';$8>$_5S53V5$/AA'5;'G^$7D'5$7D'$3AA'5;'GY>$G8B'$?=>7$89>3$O'$65;6B87';$8>$_5S53V5)$

Ethnicity: ND'BS$35'$'7D56B67E$A3G$7D'$3AA'5;'G)$$4A$7D'G'$V8>$?3G'$7D85$35'$3AA'5;'G^$IG3(6;'$7D'$'7D56B67E$3A$7D'$JG3=I$

8>$8$VD39')$$4A$7D'$5=?O'G$3A$3AA'5;'G>$6>$'57'G';$8>$_5S53V5$/AA'5;'G^$7D'5$7D'$3AA'5;'GY>$'7D56B67E$?=>7$89>3$O'$

65;6B87';$8>$_5S53V5)$$

Number of Offenders: `57'G$7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$3AA'5;'G>$65$7D'$65B6;'57)$$4A$=5S53V5^$

'57'G$**$65$7D'$7V3!;6J67$A6'9;)$$`57'G$7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$3AA'5;'G>$65$7D'$65B6;'57$7D87$

V'G'$ T$85;$3('G)$$4A$=5S53V5^$'57'G$**$65$7D'$7V3!;6J67$A6'9;)$$`57'G$7D'$73789$5=?O'G$3A$65;6(6;=89>$%I'G>35>.$VD3$V'G'$

3AA'5;'G>$65$7D'$65B6;'57$7D87$V'G'$=5;'G$7D'$8J'$3A$ T)$$4A$=5S53V5^$'57'G$**$65$7D'$7V3!;6J67$A6'9;)$$45B6;'57>$65(39(65J$

?=976I9'$3AA'5;'G>$?=>7$537$O'$B3;';$8>$_5S53V5$/AA'5;'G)$$45;6B87'$85$_5S53V5$/AA'5;'G$VD'5$537D65J$6>$S53V5$8O3=7$

7D'$3AA'5;'G$65B9=;65J$7D'$3AA'5;'GY>$G8B')$$\D'5$7D'$&8B'$3A$/AA'5;'G%>.$D8>$O''5$6;'576A6';^$65;6B87'$87$9'8>7$35'$

3AA'5;'G)$$$$$
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#2

UCR Offense

UCR Code    # of victims

#1

Incident No. Page     of       of Same Incident

HATE CRIME INCIDENT REPORT

Initial Adjustment ORI Date of Incident             /          /

UCR Code    # of victims

#5

UCR Code    # of victims

#4

Offense Code

01 Murder 07 Motor Vehicle Theft

02 Forcible Rape 08 Arson

03 Robbery 09 Simple Assault

04 Aggravated Assault 10 Intimidation

05 Burglary 11 Destruction/Damage/

06 Larceny-Theft Vandalism

Location (Check one for Offense #1)

01o Air/ Bus / Train Terminal 14o Hotel /Motel / etc.
02o Bank / Savings and Loan 15o Jail / Prison
03o Bar / Night Club 16 o Lake / Waterway
04o Church / Synagogue / Temple 17o Liquor Store
05o Commercial / Office Building 18o Parking Lot / Garage
06o Construction Site 19o Rental Storage Facility
07 o Convenience Store 20 o Residence / Home
08 o Department / Discount Store 21 o Restaurant
09o Drug Store / Dr.'s Office / Hospital 22o School / College
10o Field / Woods 23o Service / Gas Station
11o Government / Public Building 24o Specialty Store (TV, Fur, etc.)
12 o Grocery / Supermarket 25 o Other / Unknown
13o Highway / Road / Alley / Street

Enter Location
Code if Different
from Offense #1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

Religious
21   Anti-Jewish
22   Anti-Catholic
23   Anti-Protestant
24 Anti-Islamic (Moslem)
25   Anti-Other Religion
26 Anti-Multi-Religious Group
27   Anti-Atheism/Agnosticism
Sexual
41   Anti-Male Homosexual
42   Anti-Female Homosexual (Lesbian)
43   Anti-Homosexual (Gay & Lesbian)
44   Anti-Heterosexual
45   Anti-Bisexual

Number of Offenders (Use "00" for "Unknown")

Suspected Offender's Race as a Group (Check one)

1o White 3o American Indian / Alaskan Native 5o Multi-Racial Group

2o Black 4o    Asian / Pacific Islander 6o    Unknown

Offense Offense Offense Offense Offense Offense

Code Code Code Code Code Code

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

1. Individual* o o o o o o

2. Business o o o o o o

3. Financial Institution o o o o o o

4. Government o o o o o o

*Indicate the total number of individual victims involved in the incident.

Offense Offense Offense Offense Offense Offense

Code Code Code Code Code Code

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

1. Religious Organization o o o o o o

2. Society o o o o o o

3. Other o o o o o o

4. Unknown o o o o o o

-

-

-

-

-

-

Victim Type:

Victim Type:  For each offense code listed above, check all applicable victim types

Bias Motivation (Check one for Offense #1)

Racial
11    Anti-White
12    Anti-Black
13    Anti-American Indian/
                 Alaskan Native
14    Anti-Asian/Pacific
                 Islander
15    Anti-Multi-Racial
                Group
Ethnicity/National Origin
32   Anti-Hispanic
33   Anti - Other Ethnicity/
                National Origin
          Specify _____________

Disability
51  Anti-Physical Disability
52  Anti-Mental Disability

Enter Bias Motivation
Code if Different
from Offense #1
#2
#3
#4
#5

#6

1-699 (Rev. 7-23-96)
Form Approval

OMB No. 1110-0015


